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IN 1948 the State of Iowa’s Department of Public Instruction established the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education to develop a curriculum for the study of atomic science. Between 1950 and 1952, the department published the nation’s first comprehensive plan for atomic energy education, *The Iowa Plan for Atomic Energy Education* (hereafter *The Iowa Plan*) and distributed it throughout the state.1 The first of its five volumes introduced *The Iowa Plan*; each of the subsequent four volumes provided curricula for elementary, secondary, college, and adult education, respectively. In addition to explaining the science of atomic energy, these programs promoted discussion of its political, social, and ethical dimensions. Although several other classrooms and schools around the nation introduced independent programs for atomic energy education, the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education intended *The Iowa Plan* to be implemented statewide. It rested on the premise that an educated public can create responsible policy to manage the momentous implications of atomic energy, a necessary prerequisite for maintaining a healthy democracy in an increasingly global community.

The State of Iowa published the five volumes of *The Iowa Plan* between 1950 and 1952. Almost immediately it drew the attention of those actively engaged in national atomic energy
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policy. David E. Lilienthal, the first chairman of the federal Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) called it “one of the most heartening and imaginative programs in the entire country.” Brien McMahon, former chairman of the Joint Congressional Committee of Atomic Energy, praised the program’s dimensions and objectives. The AEC itself reported that “there is probably a more coordinated effort being carried forward in Iowa to integrate atomic energy into the classroom at all levels of education than in any other area.” Newsweek reported that it was “the best . . . being done and that it stood ‘far in front’ of any other statewide attempt to promote atomic education.”

At the forefront of atomic energy education, The Iowa Plan reflected the complexity of emotions that the public experienced at the dawn of the atomic age and considered subjects that would only later become the focus of federal policy. Initially, immobilizing terror gripped the public’s imagination, evolving toward the more constructive emotions of fear, and then hope, as citizens sought some degree of control over this powerful new force. During the 1950s, the federal government promoted programs for civil defense, furthering the belief that the public could manage the unmanageable—a nuclear war. Each volume of The Iowa Plan discussed the dangers inherent in the atomic age in light of the age of the intended audience. Civil defense protocol, described in some detail for older students, provided at least the

---


perception of recourse, and thus control, in the event of the un-
thinkable. The tone of the volumes of The Iowa Plan also evolved
along with the age of the intended audience. The early volumes,
aimed at younger students, portrayed a decidedly optimistic
view of life in the atomic age, whereas later volumes, targeted
toward adults, emphasized concerns and warnings about the
conundrums and contradictions that atomic energy introduced.

While civil defense planning may have eased fears of the
physical dangers posed by the atomic bomb, concerns about
the threat of communism, both to the U.S. government and to
the American way of life, grew during the 1950s. Indeed, per-
sonal survival became a metaphor for the very existence of the
nation, and the condemnation of communism became inextri-
cably bound to American loyalty and patriotism.4 The animosi-
ties between the Soviet Union and the United States permeated
the content of The Iowa Plan to varying degrees, again relative
to the age of the audience, with the college and adult volumes
containing the most explicit anti-Soviet rhetoric. Nevertheless,
each volume emphasized the importance of international co-
operation to both further the science of atomic energy and to
monitor international nuclear capabilities. Widespread support
in the popular media during the late 1940s and early 1950s for
international control of atomic energy suggested that much of
the nation also looked to the global community to prevent an
atomic arms race and to reduce the threat of war, despite wan-
ing support for international control among policy makers.5

As a counterpoint to the fear and uncertainty accompanying
the new atomic age, the promise of a better life through the
peacetime capabilities of atomic science became topics of na-
tional discussion both informally, in social groups and club
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programs, and through classroom education. Early on, Iowans incorporated these subjects into their conversations and, subsequently, their school curricula. Even before President Dwight D. Eisenhower extolled the peaceful uses of atomic energy in his 1953 “Atoms for Peace” speech, *The Iowa Plan* explored the potential for atomic science to revolutionize agriculture and medicine and eradicate energy shortages.

Earlier, between 1945 and 1950, the Iowa Department of Public Instruction had recommended that teachers increase their focus on science and mathematics inasmuch as the recent war demonstrated a need for mathematically and scientifically literate students. The content of *The Iowa Plan* reflected this interest. It included a tutorial on basic atomic structure and chemical reactions for grade school students and a more complex treatment of the physics and chemistry of atomic science in the volumes for older students. This all took place well before the federal government codified an increased emphasis on mathematics and science education with the National Defense Education Act in 1958 in order to maintain U.S. preeminence with regard to scientific research and development.
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8. Iowa Department of Public Instruction, *Issues Concerning the Secondary School Curriculum: A Study Manual* (Des Moines, 1945), 82, 85; idem, *Iowa Secondary School Cooperative Curriculum Program, vol. 2, A Proposed Design for Secondary Education in Iowa* (Des Moines, 1947), 72, 83, 123; idem, *Iowa Secondary School Cooperative Curriculum Program, Mathematics Series, vol. 19* (Des Moines, 1949), 8. Atomic energy was included in the physics section of *Chemistry and Physics for Secondary Schools* (Des Moines, 1950), 70, 74–77. All of these publications are in boxes 1–3, Malcolm Price Lab School Collection, University of Northern Iowa University Archives and Special Collections, Cedar Falls. In 1951 the Iowa Department of Public Instruction published the results of a survey of about 6,000 1946 and 1949 high school graduates who were asked what should be added to the high school curriculum; about 33 percent wanted additional science and math education. Iowa Department of Public Instruction, *Educational Needs: Iowa’s Young Adults* (Des Moines, 1951), 17–18.

Historians have explored the social implications of living in the atomic age: its effect on national demographics, the nuclear family, and the role of government and schools in everyday life. In Iowa, as elsewhere, these matters carried significance. In 1950 the Iowa Department of Public Instruction proposed that the social studies curriculum be expanded to include the study of contemporary social, economic, and political issues. It suggested that atomic science, the challenges of living in the atomic age, and peaceful uses of atomic energy be included in commencement exercises, oratory presentations, and theatrical performances. Much of the content of the elementary education volume of The Iowa Plan focused on social and even political considerations of the atomic age; the other volumes divided their content fairly equally between science and social science content. The comprehensive curriculum that The Iowa Plan promoted put it on the vanguard of atomic science pedagogy during the early years of the Cold War.


13. Andrew Hartman, Education and the Cold War: The Battle for the American School (New York, 2008), 138, insists that such science and social science content was replaced by “duck and cover” drills after the onset of the Cold War.
THE STATE OF IOWA experienced significant changes during the decade after World War II. During the middle decades of the century, Iowa’s population increased slowly but steadily, by 3 percent between 1940 and 1950 to 2,621,073 persons, and by another 5 percent by 1960. During the same period, its rural character began to diminish as cities grew and the urban population rivalled that of the countryside. The increasingly industrial character of its economy furthered this trend. By 1955, the Iowa Development Commission reported that the number of manufacturing plants had increased by over 26 percent to 3,736 in the decade since the war’s end.14

In response to the changing demographics, progressive reformers accelerated a statewide school consolidation program that had begun earlier in the century. In 1950 school-aged children made up 15 percent of the state’s population, or just over 400,000 in total; just under 300,000 students went to elementary school (kindergarten through eighth grade), and just over 100,000 were enrolled in high school (grades nine through twelve). Almost 80 percent of the schools were one- or two-room schoolhouses, and the content and quality of education varied widely. The strong interest in school consolidation extended to the development of standardized school curricula. It is in this context that during the fall of 1950 the Department of Public Instruction marketed The Iowa Plan to the larger districts as well as the remaining rural schools; its comprehensive curricula furthered the objective of standardization.15

---

15. Iowa Department of Public Instruction, 56th Biennial Report for the Two Years Ending June 30, 1952 (Des Moines, 1952), 102–3, 108–11, 222–25; Schwieder, Iowa: The Middle Land, 291. These changes created ambivalent feelings of nostalgia for the past while preparing for the future. To some degree, this dynamic reinforced the tenets of the Catholic Rural Life and Country Life movements that nostalgically celebrated Iowa’s rural roots while pragmatically promoting economic cooperatives to support it. See David S. Bovée, The Church and the Land: The National Catholic Rural Life Conference and American Society, 1923–2007 (Washington, DC, 2010), 14, 136. In a similar vein, The Iowa Plan capitalized on the rural foundations that defined Iowans and instilled in them the importance of education, a necessary prerequisite to develop informed policy that would preserve “our” way of life into the atomic age. The Iowa Plan, 5:69–72. See also Devine, “Mightier than Missiles,” 186.
After World War II and before the publication of The Iowa Plan, students and adults alike shared the nation’s growing concern about the challenges of life in the atomic age and creatively explored them. In 1947 the residents of Burlington, Iowa, participated in a community-wide Atomic Energy Week. Later that year the Des Moines Register published a series of editorials on atomic energy. Adult education programs commanded large audiences in the small towns of Marengo and Maynard and in the larger cities of Davenport and Iowa City.

Burlington, Iowa (pop. 35,000), held the first community-wide program in the state, Atomic Energy Week, from October 25 to November 1, 1947. The League of Women Voters organized the week’s activities, which sought to educate the community about the structure of the atom, the potential peaceful uses of atomic science, and the destructive capabilities of atomic energy. In what would become an enduring theme of The Iowa Plan itself, the Burlington program “recognize[d] that international control and strong international political organizations [for monitoring atomic energy] are essentials.” A host of volunteers distributed thousands of pamphlets and posters provided by the National Council of Atomic Information and the League of Women Voters. These included the pamphlet “Twelve Points about Atomic Energy” and the posters “Time Doesn’t Stand Still for the Atom,” “Have You Caught Up with the Atom,” and “You Can Do Your Part.” In addition, volunteers set up and staffed information booths, arranged public forums, distributed press releases, and encouraged school, club, and theater programs. A group of boys associated with the local Hi-Y club painted atomic symbols on sidewalks and corners. Church leaders included atomic energy topics in their Sunday sermons. Art teachers assisted with displays in retail store windows.

Despite the festive mood of the week’s events, many of the exhibits conveyed a somber message. Window designs drove home the theme—“Time Won’t Wait, Neither Can You” or “Time Is Running Out”—by filling jewelry store windows with clocks and watches. A department store window displayed an

17. Ibid., 34–35.
exhibit based on Ding Darling’s cartoon, “Eventually, Why Not Now?” It featured a skeleton “in an atomic-war scarred world” calling for world peace. Another store displayed a brown rabbit in the snow with the sign, “A Brown Rabbit in the Snow is an Easy Target. Animals Who Can Adapt Themselves to Their Environment Survive. Those Who Can’t Become Extinct. Can You Adapt Your Ideas to the Atomic Age? Or Are You a Brown Rabbit in the Snow?”

A mass rally attended by 1,200 people, despite heavy rain, concluded the week’s activities. Shortly before it began, military planes flew in formation over the city, the Kiwanis Club set off “fire-cracker bombs,” and the city blew sirens and organized a five-minute blackout. The speeches that followed continued to emphasize the critical nature of the present times. Atomic Energy Commission member Lewis Strauss presented “The Atom in Civil Life,” and Des Moines Register editor Forrest Seymour spoke on “A Citizen’s Responsibility in the Atomic Age.”

The widespread involvement of the community, the informal discussions that followed, and the requests from other communities for program information attested to the success of Burlington’s Atomic Energy Week. Prominent scientists and government officials commented on the program, and the Associated Press picked up the story and spread it to papers as far away as Hawaii.

The editor-in-chief of the Des Moines Register, William W. Waymack, who felt strongly about the need for public education concerning matters of atomic energy, lobbied for it from his desk at the Des Moines Register and later from his pulpit as a member of the first U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. During the fall of

18. Ibid.
19. Ibid., 35.
20. Ibid.
21. Waymack served on numerous local, state, and national committees before President Harry Truman appointed him to the AEC in 1946. He served on the President’s Committee on Farm Tenancy (1936–1937), the Federal Reserve Board of Chicago (1941–1946), and the War Labor Board (1942). See The Biographical Dictionary of Iowa, s.v. Waymack, William Wesley, University of Iowa Press Digital Edition at http://uipress.lib.uiowa.edu/bdi/, accessed 12/8/2013. For testimony to his commitment to educating the public on atomic energy, see Brian Balogh, Chain Reaction: Expert Debate and Public Participation in American
1947 Robert J. Blakely, a *Des Moines Register* editorial writer, published a series of eight columns under the title “You Can Understand the Atom,” which provided a basic tutorial in atomic science. Then, between December 1947 and January 1948, the *Register* published a series of six editorials titled “The Atom and You,” which called for the public to take responsibility for understanding the essential elements of atomic science so that they could participate in the public discourse on the implications of nuclear policy. The editorials also lobbied for international control of atomic energy; stressed the importance of openness, rather than secrecy, to further scientific advancement; and celebrated the potential for peaceful uses of atomic energy for the military, industrial, and academic complex.22

The interest in atomic energy continued to grow during the late 1940s. In response, several Iowa communities developed new adult education programs. In 1949 the town of Marengo, a typical, rural midwestern town with a population of 2,260, hosted an adult education program, dubbed the Marengo Experiment. Several of the organizers, who also constituted the core of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education, hoped to resolve two key issues: Could atomic energy be explained to the lay person? And would education calm the growing fears of living in the atomic age? The Marengo Experiment answered both questions affirmatively.

Marengo, like many Iowa towns, featured an evening adult education program that offered the usual classes in agriculture, sewing, cooking, woodworking, current thought, music, knitting,


bridge, handicrafts, and public speaking. For ten weeks during the fall of 1949, the 450 adult education students availed themselves of a course on atomic energy offered during the hour that followed their adult education elective. State University of Iowa (SUI) Professor Hew Roberts, former director of adult education and a member of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education, organized and moderated the presentations, which included lectures, films, demonstrations, and discussions of suggested readings. Much of the program, which included presentations by several of Roberts’s SUI colleagues, emphasized science rather than social science aspects of atomic energy. In addition to atomic science and the bomb, there were discussions of a variety of nonmilitary uses of atomic science in industry, medicine, and agriculture. Robert J. Blakely closed the ten-week program with a lecture that raised some of the social implications of the atomic era. His keynote lecture, “Political and Social Adjustments for the Atomic Age,” considered many of the controversial issues of the atomic age, underscoring the significance of international scientific collaboration and publication for the advancement of science, as opposed to the government’s insistence on secrecy that, arguably, served the interests of national security. He also stressed the importance of international control and cooperation with regard to atomic science, rather than protecting the sovereign right of nations to develop nuclear capabilities to serve their own interests.23

The publicity that followed the Marengo Experiment best characterized its success. An SUI science journalism intern who attended the lectures distributed extensive notes as press releases; 137 Iowa newspapers and radio stations incorporated those materials into their own programming schedules.24 The Marengo Experiment also drew national attention. The Social Science Research Service of the University of Michigan noted that “the level of public information [about atomic energy] was higher in Iowa than in neighboring states.” The University of Virginia asked for permission to reprint and distribute the lecture notes. The Atomic Energy Commission lauded the Marengo

24. Ibid., 42.
Experiment as the “foremost amongst university sponsored adult education programs.” The National Education Association journal, *NEA Journal*, and the *Journal of Educational Sociology*, as well as *Midland Schools*, the journal of the Iowa State Education Association, all reported on the Marengo Experiment.25

In its wake, the demand for adult education programs grew. Roberts repeated the Marengo Experiment during the summer of 1949 with a college-educated audience at SUI, with a general audience of 267 at SUI during the summer of 1950, and with 537 participants in Davenport during the winter of 1950–51.26 In 1950 the residents of Maynard, Iowa, appealed to the superintendent of their consolidated school, Donald D. Palmer, who did not have a background in science but rather in commercial law, to develop an adult education program on atomic energy. When he did, 80 of the 430 residents in this rural northeastern Iowa town attended his ten-week presentation.27

Clearly, the public was hungry for atomic energy education. The success of these public programs impressed the Committee on Atomic Energy Education, and the content of the programs influenced the substance of *The Iowa Plan*.

IN 1947 Jessie M. Parker, the superintendent of Iowa’s Department of Public Instruction, appointed a provisional committee for education and information on atomic energy at the behest of atomic education advocate and *Des Moines Register* editor Robert J. Blakely, who served as its first chairman.28 In 1948, after Blakely left Iowa for St. Louis, Glenn E. Holmes of the Department of Public Instruction replaced him. Together with Parker, Holmes expanded the committee’s membership and appointed subcommittees to develop curricula for particular student popu-


27. *The Iowa Plan*, 5:44.

lations: elementary, secondary, college, and adult. The 35 members of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education were educators, scientists, and social scientists from the state’s public colleges and university and Luther College and faculty from several elementary and high schools and the two state laboratory schools—the Malcolm Price Laboratory School (hereafter the Price Lab School), associated with Iowa State Teacher’s College (ISTC), and the University High School, associated with the State University of Iowa (SUI). They were charged to develop the objectives and the content of *The Iowa Plan.*

The Department of Public Instruction selected the members of the subcommittees carefully to reflect the academic and professional expertise of the state. Faculty from the two state laboratory schools directed the elementary and secondary school subcommittees.29 Guy Wagner, faculty member of the College of Education at ISTC and director of the Price Lab School, which focused on primary school education, chaired the elementary school subcommittee. John Haefner, director of the social studies program at SUI’s University High School, chaired the secondary education subcommittee.

Harley Wilhelm headed the college subcommittee. His résumé made him particularly well qualified for the position. He had completed his Ph.D. in chemistry at ISC in 1931 and after graduation joined its faculty. During World War II, he played a key role in the wartime Manhattan Project.30 Soon after the

---

29. The State University of Iowa operated an experimental elementary school and a high school from 1915 and 1916, respectively, until 1972. From its inception, the high school trained future teachers, and the elementary school initially prepared future administrators. See the finding aid to the Records of the University Schools, University of Iowa Archives, Department of Special Collections, University of Iowa Libraries, Iowa City at www.lib.uiowa.edu/scua/archives-guides/rg09/rg09.07.htm. The Price Laboratory School began in the late nineteenth century with the explicit goal of providing teachers at the state normal school with a live laboratory for their training. See “A Brief History of UNI” at www.library.uni.edu/collections/special-collections/-brief-history-uni, accessed July 4, 2013.

Manhattan Project established the Metallurgical Laboratory in Chicago, scientists faced a bottleneck in their effort to purify sufficient quantities of uranium necessary for sustained nuclear fission. Wilhelm, together with Frank Spedding and a group of ISC scientists, developed a process to purify large quantities of uranium metal cheaply. The Ames Process, as it became known, produced two million pounds of pure uranium on the ISC campus in Ames and delivered it to the Metallurgical Laboratory to be used in the first demonstration of a controlled chain reaction under Stagg Field at the University of Chicago, proving the real possibility of creating an atomic bomb. After the war, the Atomic Energy Commission established the Ames Laboratory at ISC, and Wilhelm became its first deputy director. The Ames Laboratory continued studies of nuclear materials and processes and became highly respected for its first-rate atomic science programs.31

Wilhelm divided his subcommittee into two groups: a science group and a social science group, reflecting the early commitment of all the subcommittees to include the science as well as the social and political implications of atomic energy in their curricula. Frank E. Brown, a physical chemist and colleague of Wilhelm at ISC and the Ames Laboratory, chaired the science subcommittee; ISTC historian Donald Howard chaired the social science subcommittee. Howard’s interest in social science pedagogy served him well in this capacity.32 These key college subcommittee members held faculty positions at colleges but had prior experience in public schools as teachers and administrators. Wilhelm had worked as a math and science teacher at Mapleton High School in Guthrie Center, Iowa. Both Brown and Howard had been public school teachers and principals before joining the ISC and ISTC faculty, respectively. Presumably, their experiences in public education made them sensitive to and interested in the needs of students.

32. Howard’s dissertation examined the graduate studies program at SUI. In addition, he actively participated in the development of a core curriculum at ISTC. See the Donald F. Howard Papers, University Archives, Rod Library, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls.
In addition to working with institutions of formal education, the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education believed it critical to generate and serve the interest in atomic energy among adults. Hew Roberts, who directed the adult education program at SUI, chaired the adult education subcommittee. Glenn E. Holmes, who specialized in adult education at the Department of Public Instruction and chaired the full Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education, also served on this subcommittee.

For the most part, each of the four subcommittees worked independently, with the chairs and subchairs assuming leadership roles in determining the format and content of their respective curricula.\(^{33}\) To develop their programs they reviewed the variety of resources for atomic energy education, including the literature, audio-visual materials, and documents produced by agencies of the federal government, academic institutions, and private corporations.\(^{34}\)

The full committee held only two meetings—May 17, 1949, and December 15, 1949—when participants presented subcommittee progress reports and determined the contents of an introductory volume. The introduction set out both to extoll the virtues of atomic science and to raise the alarm with respect to its destructive capabilities. Most importantly, it sensitized educators to the concerns of students living in the atomic age. That introduction, volume one of *The Iowa Plan*, provided the connec-

---

33. The surviving evidence suggests that the internal dynamics of the subcommittees varied. James R. Wailes, who piloted the elementary program at the Price Lab School and authored *Barbara and Howard Discover Atomic Energy*, seems to have played a key role in the elementary report. Similarly, John Haefner was primarily responsible for the secondary school volume. For the college volume, correspondence between Harley Wilhelm and other subcommittee members reveals that Howard edited much of the social science text and Wilhelm much of the science chapters. It appears that Howard had some difficulty getting support from the initial crop of social scientists, but ultimately Hew Roberts and ISC social studies professor Joseph Gittler contributed several chapters. Most of the subcommittee members, including Wilhelm, subcommittee science section chair F. E. Brown, Luther College scientist Emil Miller, and ISTC scientist R. A. Rogers, prepared additional chapters, as did Winfield Salisbury of Collins Radio. There is no record of the adult subcommittee dynamic, although it is clear that its chair, Hew Roberts, was very involved with that volume as well as contributing to the college volume.

34. See “Student and Teacher Materials” and various pieces of drafts of volumes of *The Iowa Plan* in the Wilhelm Papers.
tive tissue that bound the five volumes together. For marketing, the Department of Public Instruction would bundle the introduction with either one individual volume or together with the other four volumes to provide a complete set of the five volumes of *The Iowa Plan for Atomic Energy Education*.

*THE IOWA PLAN* opened with an image of a cornstalk and the accompanying caption, “Iowa: The Tall Corn State,” to appeal to the residents of Iowa. Exploiting the importance of this resource, it explained how atomic science could be used for radioactive tracers so that scientists could increase their understanding of organic processes and improve the yield of produce. Completing the loop, *The Iowa Plan* closed with the statement, “This is an Iowa book, designed by Iowans for Iowans at the instigation of certain famous Iowans who have from time to time been called in national service.”35 Nevertheless, much of the content reflected the general concerns that people throughout the nation expressed about living in the atomic age: fear of the destructive capacity of the atomic bomb; hope for a new level of international cooperation; optimism for the potential of atomic science; and the importance of educating the public to empower them individually and enable them to responsibly guide the nation and the world into the atomic age.

Each of the volumes reiterated these basic themes and explored them with detail appropriate to the age and capabilities of the targeted audience. For example, to combat the fear of atomic weaponry, *The Iowa Plan* asserted that the key to survival in the atomic age lay with international cooperation and control of the atom. To this end, each of the volumes lobbied for the adoption of the principles embodied in the U.S.-supported Baruch Plan, and argued against the approach favored by the Russians. Presidential adviser Bernard Baruch had presented his plan to the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission at its first meeting in 1946. The Russians countered with a plan of their own. Although both programs provided for the destruction of nuclear

---

arsenals, the crux of the debate, as reported in *The Iowa Plan*, focused on the nature of an international regulatory authority. The Baruch Plan called for an international authority to inspect and operate atomic energy plants worldwide as well as to engage in atomic energy research itself. This authority would also maintain control of all uranium and thorium mines. Once fissionable material became unsuitable for weapons but valuable for peacetime uses, it would be “leased” by sovereign states and used for application in medicine, agriculture, industry, or power generation. The Russians also supported the establishment of an international oversight body but conceived of it quite differently. The international authority would own neither the fissionable material nor the atomic plants. Rather, its charge would be limited to periodic inspections of atomic facilities. The framers of *The Iowa Plan* argued that this alternative would do little to alleviate world tensions. “As the actual quantity of fissionable material required to make a bomb is physically small, nations whose plants were inspected only once a month could easily conceal quantities of fissionable products secretly used in preparations for war.” Moreover, according to the Russian proposal, sovereign nations maintained veto power over the oversight body’s authority; the Baruch Plan called for this authority to be omnipotent when it came to international atomic policy.36

The internationalization of atomic energy provides just one example of hope for a new era of global cooperation anticipated by *The Iowa Plan*. Nationally, the notion of a “world government” had gained momentum in the immediate aftermath of the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki but fell out of favor among policy makers by 1948.37 Nevertheless, *The Iowa Plan* continued to promote internationalization well into the 1950s. *The Iowa Plan*, noting that international collaboration advanced atomic science, called for continued cooperation, even at the expense


of compromising national interests. The risk that the slippery slope of secrecy would undermine scientific advancement and the fundamental American value of an informed electorate, *The Iowa Plan* argued, far outweighed any protection such secrecy provided.38

Increased scientific capabilities fueled *optimism* for peaceful applications for atomic energy. Each of the volumes informed readers of the enormous potential for improving the lives of many, worldwide. In biology, radioactive tracers would reveal organic processes, advancing agriculture and medical science; the quality and yield of farm produce would improve; and cancer could be eradicated. Energy would be produced cheaply, providing virtually unlimited power for homes, industry, and transportation, although many thought that atomic power plants would remain beyond reach for decades.39 Most importantly, each of the volumes stressed that every woman, man, and child could be *empowered* through education. In fact, individuals had a responsibility to acquire atomic literacy in order to participate in the public discourse on atomic science.

All five volumes articulated these themes, though each had its own format and character. Volumes two and three had the most in common, suggesting specific lesson plans and activities for elementary and secondary school teachers respectively. In contrast, the text of volume four provided information and references that could be used as a resource by science and social science faculty members at colleges or universities. Volume five presented a variety of approaches for adult education. Whereas content dominated the college text, volumes two, three, and five explained “what to do” and “how to do it.”

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL subcommittee pondered two issues from the beginning: When can elementary students grasp the subject material of atomic science? And what materials exist to facilitate learning? To answer these questions, the subcom-

---


mittee surveyed elementary school specialists nationwide as well as the editors of nationally distributed magazines and periodicals for school children. Many of the respondents considered elementary school students too young to understand atomic science, but, if attempted, activities should be placed within the context of “energy” and limited to only the simplest of concepts. Others proposed that rather than scientific content, social issues raised by atomic science should be discussed. Not surprisingly, given the secrecy surrounding the Manhattan Project, the editors reported that virtually no literature existed on the subject for grade school students. Despite some discouraging responses, the elementary subcommittee pushed forward to develop curricula that emphasized the social and political aspects of atomic science.\textsuperscript{40}

To remedy the dearth of appropriate literature, James R. Wailes, supervisor of elementary education at Price Lab School and a member of the elementary subcommittee, authored \textit{Barbara and Howard Discover Atomic Energy}, a text used in a 14-day pilot project in 1950 involving Margaret Day’s class of fifth graders at the Price Lab School.\textsuperscript{41} In this fictional narrative, Barbara and Howard, children of about fifth-grade age, read an article in the newspaper about the possibility of flying to the moon in a rocket powered by atomic energy, piquing their curiosity about atomic science. To understand the exciting possibilities, they turned to their father’s colleague, Mr. Anderson, who had worked at an atomic energy plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Anderson’s tutorial featured the general themes embraced by \textit{The Iowa Plan}: the science of the atom, the destructive capabilities of the bomb, the variety of uses of atomic energy, and the importance of keeping world peace through international control of the atom. International cooperation and the United Nations figure prominently in the narrative.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{The Iowa Plan}, 1:13.

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{The Iowa Plan}, vol. 2, \textit{Preparing Elementary Pupils for the Era of Atomic Energy: A Source Book for Elementary School Teachers}, 47. This was actually the second of two pilot programs for Margaret Day’s class of fifth graders. The first program went virtually unnoticed. It reportedly suffered from a lack of appropriate reading material, just as the respondents had indicated.
Several measures assessed the outcomes of this pilot program. Members of the subcommittee visited the class, and Margaret Day recorded her daily impressions; all reported that the students showed enthusiasm and grasped much of the content. Day evaluated the program as exceeding expectations. At the conclusion of the pilot program, Wailes evaluated the children’s understanding of the atom, atomic energy, the uses for atomic energy, and the historic international collaborations that brought about atomic science, and declared the program a success. Several newspapers around the state also praised the program. Perhaps the *Weekly Tribune* of Moulton, Iowa, said it most colorfully: “And experiments with Iowa fifth graders show that the youngsters can understand high-falutin’ terms like fission, neutron, splitting the atom—but in terms of everyday fifth-grade English.”

The subcommittee on elementary education that shaped volume two of *The Iowa Plan* drew on the experience and the content of the pilot program. It recommended the adoption of Wailes’s text and added other materials to introduce students to atomic science and the social implications of living in the atomic age. The volume began with a statement directed at those who believed elementary school children to be too young to comprehend the issues surrounding the atomic age. In the view of the subcommittee, elementary school programs provided the foundation for the “concepts, attitudes, habits, and skills” that would guide students throughout their lives. A mature citizenry, the plan insisted, must be well educated in the issues of the day, and, inasmuch as atomic energy defined new and dire challenges, it must be understood. Education empowered citizens, even the youngest of them.

---

42. Ibid., 54.
43. Ibid., 50–54.
46. Ibid.
Acknowledging that some background in atomic science should precede the study of its social and political implications and following the guidance provided by its survey, the subcommittee considered atomic energy within the broader topic of energy, a subject with which the students had some familiarity. In this context, atomic fission represented a new type of energy that could be employed for destructive purposes, as in the atomic bomb, or for constructive uses that held great promise for improvements in agricultural techniques and medical science and treatment.  

The subcommittee advocated the scientific method of inquiry, that is, identifying issues, collecting and analyzing data, and forming conclusions based on that data analysis. Suggested science experiments compared the properties of elements, physical and chemical changes, and characteristics of the different states of matter. Chain reactions could be demonstrated by using mouse traps and corks or falling dominoes. In the oft-used mouse trap demonstration, the teacher loaded two corks, representing the multiplicity of neutrons released in one fission event, into each of 36 mousetraps. Triggering the first mousetrap released two corks, which set off subsequent events, releasing additional corks in a geometrically increasing fashion, just as in a nuclear chain reaction. Dominoes could be set up and knocked down in a similar manner.

The science provided a foundation for understanding the social implications and responsibilities of living in an atomic age. As stated in *The Iowa Plan*, “It is the task of the schools everywhere to develop those attitudes towards science and toward one’s fellowmen which will make sure that atomic energy will be released only in such ways as will result in a better life for all mankind.” With the goal of molding citizens capable of coping in an atomic world, children needed to appreciate the differences and similarities between human beings, learn tolerance, and value national and international cooperation.

Understanding the global nature of the contemporary world encouraged students to think beyond national boundaries and to appreciate the importance of a balance of world power. *The*
Iowa Plan championed the critical role of international organizations, particularly the United Nations and, even for this age group, lobbied for the Baruch Plan over the Russian counterproposal. Nevertheless, it assured elementary school students that international cooperation and the reality of the need for world peace would bring the Russians around.49

Even as the curriculum sought to teach students to think globally, it also emphasized the need to encourage patriotism and to promote the development of the “right kind of loyalties,” including the value of democracy, the responsibilities that go with it, and the importance of putting the good of the whole above self-interest. Group problem-solving techniques, committee work, group projects, and role-playing exercises explored historical and contemporary conflicts that democracies faced over such issues as race relations, ethnic strife, and economic disparities. Students could also learn useful character traits by studying the biographies of national heroes and people of extraordinary accomplishment to identify desirable qualities of citizens that students could seek to emulate.50

It is also illuminating to consider what was not covered or emphasized in this volume. Most notably, it downplayed fear of the potential catastrophic consequences of the atomic bomb and the exploitation of atomic energy, stating only that “the handling of atomic energy and radioactive materials requires great care.”51 The text deliberately avoided any discussion of civil defense measures or personal safety protocols. The subcommittee felt that popular media presented the destructive capacity of the atomic bomb extensively and that schools provided an opportunity to balance that with an “optimistic, constructive view of the atomic age.”52

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL subcommittee also sought to foster well-informed and responsible citizens by promoting the science and social studies of atomic energy. Volume three em-
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phaesized the science of atomic energy, the destructive capacity of the bomb, the need for international oversight and control of atomic capabilities, and the potential peacetime applications of atomic science. Like volume two, volume three provided a complete curriculum that could be implemented straightforwardly in the classroom.

To reach the greatest number of students, the committee decided to target high school juniors since all public school students in Iowa took American history in the eleventh grade, “and this material is of such vital importance that all pupils must be included.”53 Furthermore, many eleventh-grade students studied physics concurrently so they would have a greater capacity to understand the science. John Haefner, who chaired the secondary school subcommittee, produced a 15-day curriculum that Glenn E. Holmes, who chaired the full Committee of Atomic Energy Education, praised as “the best material that has been produced for the HS level.”54 The secondary school subcommittee endorsed this atomic energy unit and recommended that it be offered at the end of the spring semester in physics and social studies classes taught by the regular classroom teachers in tandem. Despite the rigid nature of its format, the committee suggested that “schools adapt this recommendation to their local situation.”55

For each of the 15 days, the curriculum identified daily objectives, suggested classroom activities (including discussion questions and classroom exercises), and recommended student assignments. The committee advised teachers to adopt R. Will Burnett’s Atomic Energy: The Double-Edged Sword of Science as the textbook and included a copy of it with the volume. This 33-page textbook paralleled the format of the proposed curriculum: it consisted of six chapters—the first three on the science of atomic energy and the last three on the social studies of the atomic age. In contrast to the elementary school curriculum, chapter four, “One Edge of the Sword—Atomic Energy for Man’s Destruction,” addressed fear—the vulnerability of the world in an atomic age.
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and the relative ineffectiveness of civil defense protocols to mitigate damage. Burnett’s hope was “to outlaw war by international control of atomic bombs and the sources of atomic weapons.”

Chapter five, “The Other Edge of the Sword—Atomic Energy for Better Living,” optimistically foresaw a world of plenty as atomic science could provide an inexhaustible source of power and revolutionary tools for medical, industrial, and agricultural science. The final chapter, “Which Edge of the Sword Shall We Use?” elaborated on the need for international control of atomic energy, promoted the Baruch proposal, considered the Russian counterproposal, and noted that negotiations would result in compromise. It concluded with empowerment, claiming that an educated public would rise above provincial attitudes and adopt an enlightened world view that embraced international cooperation. As individuals became more sophisticated and shared their personal insights with one another, they would realize change. “Slowly, by such spreading out of circles of information and of opinion, the American people will develop the informed intelligence to work out the solution of this problem.”

In addition to the 15-day lesson plans, the secondary school curriculum included a bibliography of resources, supplementary materials, additional activities and demonstrations, and a 45-question multiple-choice examination. The test reflected the curriculum, examining the students’ scientific literacy and command of the social science concepts.

Both the elementary and secondary education volumes contained all the materials needed to teach atomic energy in the public schools. After publication of The Iowa Plan, the Department of Public Instruction aggressively marketed it. Between May and November 1950, multiple-county one-day institutes throughout Iowa presented The Iowa Plan to elementary and secondary schoolteachers. Members of the various subcommittees of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education made presentations at these institutes. School districts generally re-
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quired their teachers to attend and, although the Department of Public Instruction never demanded that schools adopt *The Iowa Plan*, many did. Arthur C. Anderson of the Department of Public Instruction reported in 1952 that when the course was inaugurated in September 1950, 206 schools used it. By 1952, 491 of 836 schools in the state were planning to use it.59

UNLIKE the elementary and secondary subcommittees, the college subcommittee did not develop a curriculum guide, nor did it include any pedagogical materials in its volume. Instead, it prepared a text to be used by faculty as a reference tool for the physical and social science of atomic energy, deciding on this format after it observed the strengths and weaknesses of several pilot programs. In 1950 and 1951 Cornell College, Luther College, and the State University of Iowa experimented with a variety of presentations as they hosted atomic energy programs for their students and interested community members.

On March 22, 1950, Cornell College cancelled classes for its “Atomic Energy Day.” The college subcommittee, recognizing the program’s value for cementing relations between state institutions and private colleges and stimulating the interest of staff, students, and the general public in atomic energy education, became involved, at the college’s request, in organizing and implementing the program.60 Cornell’s Atomic Energy Day began with an opening address by the college’s president, Russell D. Cole. The morning activities included five lectures on the science of atomic energy interspaced with informal discussion sessions and opportunities to visit 17 exhibits provided by ISC, SUI, Cor-
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nellen College, and Collins Radio (later Rockwell Collins). The afternoon focused on the social implications of atomic energy, beginning with an introductory lecture, “Atomic Energy and Social Trends,” by Joseph B. Gittler, ISC sociologist and a member of the college subcommittee. Panel discussions followed: “The Moral Aspects of the Atomic Problem,” “The Impact of Secrecy on the Atomic Problem,” and “Controls: Domestic and International.” A member of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education or a Cornell faculty member led each discussion. Presentations by SUI adult education specialist Hew Roberts and George L. Glasheen, assistant director for educational services at the Atomic Energy Commission, concluded the program.61

To measure the effectiveness of the program, Cornell students took an objective examination one week before Atomic Energy Day and retook the exam five weeks later. In addition, Cornell faculty subjectively evaluated the students during class discussions. The success and positive feedback for the program prompted Luther College to host its own atomic energy program, with a few modifications.62

Luther College’s two-day event began on February 20, 1951. Hew Roberts provided continuity to the program, opening with an evening lecture, moderating the following day’s presentations, and providing closing remarks. Rather than the dozen discussion leaders and expert lecturers from the state’s colleges and university that had delivered Cornell’s program, Luther’s faculty made all of the other presentations. That created an intimacy among participants and reinforced their sense of community. The organizers scheduled longer, but fewer, lectures and discussion sections and expanded the use of audio-visual equipment. Observers reported that these changes made “Luther Day” even more of a success than Cornell’s Atomic Energy Day.63

The State University of Iowa experimented with more traditional classroom formats. First, for civil engineering students it offered four two-hour seminars on the social and political implications of the atomic age. The students enjoyed the discus-
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sions so much that they requested additional sessions. Faculty from physics, chemistry, biochemistry, medicine, engineering, sociology, economics, political science, education, and journalism adopted a different format: a series of 22 evening lectures and discussions on matters related to atomic energy. The feedback identified two problems with this design: too many faculty participants undermined any sense of continuity, and, because the course carried no credit, students felt overburdened by the time commitment.  

The college subcommittee internalized these criticisms and recommended that atomic energy education be incorporated into existing courses or presented as a one- or two-day workshop modeled after Atomic Energy Day or Luther Day. To facilitate these options, the subcommittee prepared a reference manual on the atomic age for instructors to employ. The four themes of fear, hope, optimism, and empowerment again permeated the text.

The committee recommended that social science topics should be examined only after students had completed a course on the science of atomic energy. Scientists on the college subcommittee or closely associated with its members wrote the first five chapters of the college volume, which focused on the structure of matter, energy—its nature and sources, atomic fuels, and atomic energy for power—and radioactive isotopes in medical, industrial, and agricultural service. Harley Wilhelm wrote the third chapter of the volume, which dealt with the destructive capability of the atomic bomb. He described it rather dispassionately, triggering neither anguish nor alarm: “Figure 10 shows a photograph [a mushroom cloud] made just one fortieth of a second after the explosion was set off. At this time the fission process was completed. Intense gamma rays, heat rays, neutrons, and an intense light flash had been sent out. The radioactive fission products which may be considered as the ashes from the burnt atom fuel were in the vapor state and were still within the explosion envelope.”
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The college subcommittee adopted a particularly ambitious social science agenda. It identified four goals: to orient students to the interrelationship of science, technology, and social change; to moderate fear, defeatism, a false sense of security, or distrust of foreigners or foreign ideas; to stimulate college communities to examine contemporary contradictions with regard to atomic energy policy (security versus freedom of information, military versus peaceful uses of atomic energy, military versus civilian control, and national versus international oversight of atomic energy); and to cultivate an understanding of the social science implications of atomic energy, including geographic, political, ethnic, and religious considerations. Social scientists on the college subcommittee discussed the implications of atomic energy in the last two chapters of volume four. They adopted a decidedly more somber tone and darker message than what was found in volumes two or three.

Drafted by Joseph B. Gittler of ISC, volume four offers a litany of concerns characteristic of the Cold War era: the atomic age changed the trajectory of technological and scientific growth, challenged contemporary demographic patterns, altered the economy, and posed a threat to the fundamental social values of the United States. Echoing apprehensions over academic freedom already raised by U.S. academicians, Gittler feared that national security issues would supersede the need for the free exchange of ideas, essential for cultural advancement and technological development. Scientific progress could lag because applied science would take precedence over basic science during wartime, a development many viewed as imminent. Finally, Gittler pointed out that the public, fearing foreign attack, would increasingly turn to the federal government for protection, expanding its powers and the potential for abuse. Gittler’s concerns echoed those of many public officials, journalists, and scientists during this period regarding the potential for compromising the
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public’s civil liberties, fundamental to a healthy democracy. He did project some positive outcomes from peaceful uses of atomic energy: medical procedures could increase the lifespan of the population; technological advancements could spread urban culture to rural areas, creating a more homogenous society; and new transportation and communication technologies could reduce rural isolation, a matter of particular significance to many Iowans.

The tone of the final chapter of the volume, “Government in the Atomic Age,” written primarily by Hew Roberts, raised more concerns. In addition to addressing Cold War tensions, this chapter considered the domestic political quagmires created by the atomic age and urged college communities to discuss them. In 1946 the Atomic Energy Act had provided for the creation of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and authorized it to exercise executive, legislative, and military oversight. Although Roberts thought that the creation of the AEC raised some thorny issues, he ultimately defended it. Nationalized atomic management served the interests of national security on one hand, but limited the scope of research and free enterprise on the other. Furthermore, the challenges of the nuclear age demanded that the AEC be the arbiter of all things atomic, but where did that leave America’s democratic institutions, the principal mechanisms for policy decisions? Roberts conceded that abuses could occur, scientific advancement could be slowed, and the democratic process could be compromised. The chapter offered no definitive solutions; the subcommittee proposed instead that students “examine and discuss the problems, the achievements, the failures and the issues involved in free government in the Atomic Age.” The chapter concluded with a quote from AEC commissioner (and former Iowan) W. W. Waymack: “It seems to me that this kind of inquiry has to be made. It seems to me that it is the imperative of practical education.” The subcommittee further argued that college students have a particular responsibility to be educated in these issues because of their status as
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members of the “educationally gifted.” In addition to embracing the personal empowerment that education provided, college students must be prepared to assume leadership roles in their communities, forming “a nucleus of informed voters” to shape policy and influence those who are less informed.71

THE ADULT EDUCATION VOLUME featured the most unique content and the most inspired presentation. Rather than addressing teachers and instructors, as the other volumes had, this volume spoke to the Iowa adult student directly. Furthermore, inasmuch as it connected national issues with local concerns, Iowa culture figured prominently. Finally, the Cold War assumed a more central role in this volume than in the others. To determine what should be included in the volume, the adult education subcommittee conducted personal interviews at lectures and films on atomic energy, sought input from those who sponsored local community programs, and sent agents to engage in “‘spontaneous’ interviews in cafes, clubs, and private homes.”72 Their findings shaped the content of this volume.

The volume began by attempting to convince readers that they must learn about atomic energy for their own safety, their children’s well-being, their community’s survival, and the future of humankind. The frontispiece drove the point home with a political cartoon reprinted from the Des Moines Register. Flanking the cartoon, titled “. . . we control the atom or it controls us,” were quotations by “a famous U.S. Senator” (likely Bourke B. Hickenlooper, U.S. senator from Iowa, 1945–1969) and “a famous Iowa member of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission” (likely William W. Waymack) that stressed the importance of adult education.73

The volume posited that adults have a civic responsibility to be well educated in matters of atomic energy inasmuch as knowledge protects the democratic system. Atomic science literacy allowed the public to understand and contribute to the national dialogue and defend the values that Iowans, in particu-
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lar, treasured, including religious freedom and open access to education. Furthermore, it claimed that parents must be able to supplement the schools' effort to educate their children about atomic energy. Finally, men and women must be prepared to use their knowledge of radioactive contamination and safety to assist their families and communities in the event of an attack.

The first two chapters included a straightforward discussion of these issues, insisting that the public must understand the history and politics of atomic energy—the role of scientific experts, the federal government, the military, and the international community. In addition, adults must comprehend the subtle
dichotomies of the atomic age that had become part of the national dialogue: open scientific exchange versus national security and the current federal monopoly on atomic energy versus the private development of resources. The volume’s authors proposed that the contemporary western concepts of “national sovereignty in international relations, parliamentary democracy in politics, and private capitalism in economics” did not adequately serve the atomic age; therefore those values and institutions needed to be reconsidered. Communism, however, must never be an option; its objectives ran contrary to those of a religiously grounded people. The contrast between the piety of those in the United States, especially Iowans, and the “atheism” of the Soviets permeated the public consciousness during the Cold War and defined the essence of the “ideological struggle between the western and communist worlds.” Because the committee did not see any middle ground between communism and freedom, it feared that nuclear war might be inevitable.74

The final chapter of the volume strived to moderate this fear. Notably, it pointed out that Iowa carried a higher risk of a bioterror attack on crops and animals than decimation by an atomic bomb, although it prepared residents to survive the latter. The public had to take responsibility. People had to provide shelter, such as access to basements, to everyone: neighbors, friends, and strangers, including those of different religions, races, and values.75 They must equip themselves with first aid skills, personal information, such as the blood types of family members, and awareness of emergency community resources. Most importantly, people must have literacy in atomic energy. “There is only one type of hiding that we can state definitively to be never safe—hiding your mind from exposure to knowledge.”76

75. *The Iowa Plan*, 5:70. This tapped the popular notion that rural people in particular had a character that would be indispensable in the event of an atomic attack and “could prevent any type of socialism or communism from taking hold in local, state, and national governments.” See Devine, “Mightier Than Missiles,” 186.
Much of the rest of the volume presented different formats that could be used to engage adults in these subjects. Those chapters emphasized the content of atomic science and its social implications. The adult subcommittee had initially intended to promote a ten-week program modeled after the Marengo Experiment, but after studying other formats that had been implemented in Iowa and elsewhere, it recognized that individual study, one- or two-day programs, as well as community-wide events also held value.77 To facilitate individual study, chapter three—“Atoms from an Easy Chair”—provided the means for individuals to expand their own understanding of atomic science. It contained a comprehensive listing of the current literature along with detailed reviews. However, the Adult Education Committee favored informal group activities that provided social forums for education, believing that reading circles, library exhibits and programs, and informal social quizzes and games would generate excitement and interest in learning about atomic energy.

The committee also recognized value in informal programs led by lay speakers. Community members such as the neighborhood doctor, veterinarian, waterworks engineer, social studies and science teachers, and clergy could all make presentations about different aspects of atomic energy.78 More formal professional lecture series also had an important place in adult education. The committee included a description and analysis of its role in Burlington’s Atomic Energy Week and the Marengo Experiment. Furthermore, it hoped that as individuals, groups, and communities raised new questions, they would seek answers by participating in even more events. To facilitate all of these suggestions, the volume included an extensive list of films and recordings that would complement a multimedia series.

The volume concluded as it began, with a political cartoon, as bleak as the one that opened the volume, that had appeared in the Des Moines Register.79 These two political cartoons, reprinted
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from the Des Moines Register, captured the importance of adult education on atomic energy and the dire consequences of ignorance.

THE VOLUMES of The Iowa Plan treated the destructive capabilities of the bomb, the social challenges of living in the atomic age, and the international tensions of the Cold War with a progression of detail; as the age of the targeted audience advanced, these concerns deepened. Volume two, for elementary school students, carried the most optimistic message. It avoided discussing the potential devastation of an atomic attack entirely; instead, it emphasized the rewards that atomic science would reap and a future of international cooperation.
Volume three, the secondary school curriculum, paid the dangers of the Cold War a bit more attention. One of its 15 lessons focused on the devastating impact of an atomic bomb and the need for students to learn the skills of civil preparedness. It suggested showing graphic films about the dropping of the atomic bomb—*Tale of Two Cities* or *One World or None*—and the recommended textbook argued that one could not completely protect oneself from an atomic bomb attack. The subcommittee also suggested that students read and formulate presentations on *The Challenge of Atomic Energy*, by Ryland W. Crary et al., a book that presented a “bleak picture of a culture in the grip of atomic fear,” and *Hiroshima*, by John Hersey, which offered an explicit account of the effects on six Japanese individuals of the dropping of the atomic bomb. Five questions in the accompanying multiple-choice test examined the students’ understanding of civil defense preparedness and the effects of the bomb.

In the college text, the culture of the Cold War received even more explicit treatment. The section titled “international frictions” highlighted the stalemate between the United States and the Soviet Union. The college subcommittee contrasted the differences between the two nations with regard to access to the strategic material, uranium, and the disagreement over the future control of atomic energy. It noted that the United States obtained its supply of uranium by purchasing it from sovereign nations, if those nations chose to export the materials. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, controlled Czechoslovakia, which had the largest supply of uranium in Europe, and forced an exclusive arrangement with its “satellite,” prompting a rebuke phrased in classic Cold War rhetoric: “The uranium mines of Czechoslovakia were in large part the reason behind the allegedly altruistic desire of the Russians to ‘liberate’ Czechoslovakia. This type of liberation is of course merely another name for imperialist conquest and monopoly of sources of raw materials.”
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In the last of the five volumes, *Iowa Citizens Investigate the Atom*, the Cold War took center stage. Indeed, suspicion and gloom permeated the entire text of the adult education volume, making it the bleakest of the five. The text included a good deal of graphic and frightening detail of threats presented by the atomic age and the tensions of the Cold War, underscoring the urgency of the situation and driving home the message that the future of one’s family, community, nation, and world depended on one’s literacy in atomic science. Clearly, in the view of the Committee of Atomic Energy Education, the parents of elementary-age students, rather than the schools, were obligated to convey and mitigate the dark side of the Cold War to their young children as they saw fit.

Immediately after the Department of Public Instruction published *The Iowa Plan*, many Iowa educators considered it compelling and adopted it. *The Iowa Plan* became the first comprehensive atomic energy education plan in the United States, and that made it noteworthy. Throughout the nation, other teachers and schools taught the subject of atomic energy, but adopted curricula on an individual or district-wide basis. During the 1945–46 academic year, Oak Ridge High School in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, introduced a curriculum that considered the scientific, social, and political implications of atomic science and called for the creation of a “world government” to control it. 84 *The Iowa Plan* itself included an appendix in volume two—“Elementary Schools Where Atomic Energy Has Been Taught”—which reported on eight programs in six states: Illinois, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Virginia. 85 George L. Glasheen, the closing speaker at Cornell College’s Atomic Energy Day, and later the AEC’s chief of educational services, compiled a much more extensive list of atomic energy education initiatives throughout the country for a 1953 special edition of *School Life*, a publication of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare’s Office of Education. He reported on a wealth of reference materials, traveling exhibits, and classroom audio-visual resources that the recently
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formed Atomic Energy Commission made available. Nonetheless, reflecting on the traditional value of local control over education, he asserted that “it is the job of the schools to mold these [AEC] source materials into teaching materials. This the schools are doing with satisfying results.” Among his list of programs, he found The Iowa Plan particularly noteworthy for its important comprehensive contribution.86

Nationally, atomic science education became widespread in the 1950s. In the late 1940s and early 1950s national laboratories partnered with universities, school districts, and even museums to educate teachers on atomic science. To serve this growing community of educators, private companies, including GE, McGraw-Hill, Encyclopedia Britannica, MGM, and Disney, individually and in partnership with the AEC and the U.S. Department of Education, developed curricular materials.87

As teachers were trained and more classroom materials became available, atomic science education became more commonplace and mainstreamed into traditional classroom curricula. That probably diminished the impact of The Iowa Plan during the latter half of the 1950s. Nevertheless, during the early Cold War period, several features made it a program worthy of recognition. The membership of the Iowa Committee of Atomic Energy Education reflected all sectors of the state’s educational community and together constituted a particularly diverse group that contributed breadth to the program. Furthermore, there is no indication that any individual or institution dictated content or format to any of the subcommittees; the evidence suggests that each developed its content independently, reflecting the priorities that the committee-at-large agreed on. Moreover, The Iowa Plan’s presentation as a statewide program targeting elementary, secondary, college, and adult education venues defined it as uniquely comprehensive. Their differences reflect mid-century assumptions about the objectives of education for different age groups.
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The Iowa Plan’s messages provide important opportunities to view the complexity of Cold War culture. The plan mitigated the profound fear of the bomb by teaching the power of knowledge and the importance of civil defense preparedness. Many scholars have stressed that the importance of “duck and cover” programs overshadowed other aspects of atomic science education as the Cold War intensified in the 1950s, but that is not evident in The Iowa Plan. Rather, it argued that international control over the world’s atomic arsenal would provide effective protection against the United States’ Cold War nemesis, the Soviet Union. Although the most influential U.S. policymakers rejected the Baruch Plan, it remained central to each of the volumes of The Iowa Plan. Most importantly, The Iowa Plan rested on the foundation that all people had a responsibility to be educated in the potential benefits of atomic science and its political, social, and ethical implications. In that regard, it presented the most comprehensive curricula on atomic energy education in the nation.